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WINGED 
TRACK

The new Recessed Winged Track for your window 
treatment needs - Part 1: Curtains / Roller Shades  



Curtains
WINGED TRACK

The new F-16 and F-22 for manual curtain 
solutions will achieve a flush and sleeker look. It 
is pleasing to the eye both with and without a 
curtain as it is flush with the ceiling, allowing for 
a modern and complete design. 

The other benefit is that all winged models, 
including the new A16, coming soon, will look 
exactly the same after the track is mudded to 
the ceiling.

F-16

F-16 - Best for ½” or greater sheet rock  
for medium to heavy duty applications. 
F-22 - Great for ¾” sheet rock  
for heavy duty Ripple-fold roller carriers. 
A-16 - Motorized solution coming soon… 



WINGED CHANNEL
The F-16 and F-22 tracks have multiple 
functionality. In addition to their use as a curtain 
track the same profile can be used for a 
recessed roller shade channel.  

The added benefit is the *Auto-Corrective-
Technology and *Fabric-Friendly-Technology, 
protecting the fabric from getting damaged if it 
falls out of the channel and it automatically goes 
back into the channel after a full open close 
rotation.  

Stops 99% of side glare when using solar fabrics 
and stops 99% of light when using blackout 
fabrics.  

For motorized and manual operation. 

99% Blackout  
Glare reduction

Fabric-Friendly-Technology: Allows for accidental pushing out of the channel without damaging the fabric. 
Auto-Corrective-technology: Automatically returns the fabric in to the channel if accidentally pushed out, after  a 
full rotation. 

Roller Shades



For additional information on integration with your curtain hardware or for additional information on our curtain hardware 
please email or call us. 

The Installation

EASY INSTALL
Cut a ½” channel into your sheetrock 
Apply adhesive, such as (PL 400) or other, under the flanges. (optional but recommended) 
Press track down into sheetrock and wipe away excess adhesive with damp cloth (if applicable) 
 With a Nail gun shoot nail into the flanges  
Use standard fiberglass sheetrock tape 
Apply ½” painter’s tape above channel 
Plaster - Sand - Paint 
Remove painters tape and *Presto* you’re done 



THE WINGED TRACK
Your new modern profile discreetly integrated into your home so that you can’t see it. 
Thank you for making us part of your designs, projects, and homes… 

Sampson Mills Founded in 2011 began with the idea that quality fabrics should be made at affordable prices. A lot has evolved as you would expect of an 
innovative company. 
Since inception Sampson Mills has always worked with developers, architects and designers for specifications of projects with an ear close to the ground. 
Sampson took this even further with our consulting program. We help your firm decide on the best window treatment solutions for your space with our 
dedicated consulting team.   We work on Hospitality, Healthcare, Residential, Cruise line, Aero, as well as many other project categories. This allowed us to 
listen to what is lacking in the market and gave us the ability to fill the void, through our dedicated specialists. If you ever need a solution we’d be happy 
to discuss the steps of making them a reality.
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BROCHURE
Sampson Mills

Showroom:
D&D Building

979 3rd Ave, Suite 1540
New York NY 10022

Assembly:
755 East 134th Street,

3rd Floor,
Bronx, NY, 10454

Payment / Correspondence:
PO Box 1147 New York, NY 10150

T (718) 412-9040
F (718) 412-9039

info@SampsonMills.com
www.SampsonMills.com




